Imaging interferometric microscopy (IIM) is a synthetic aperture imaging approach providing resolution to the transmission medium (refractive index n) linear systems limit extending to տ /4n using only low-numericalaperture (low-NA) optics. IIM uses off-axis illumination to access high spatial frequencies along with interferometric reintroduction of a zero-order reference beam on the low-NA side of the optical system. For a thin object normal to the optical axis, the frequency space limit is ͓͑1+NA͒n / ͔, while tilting the object plane allows collection of diffraction information up to the material transmission bandpass-limited spatial frequency of 2n / . Tilting transforms the spatial frequencies; the algorithm to reset to the correct image frequencies is described. IIM involves combining multiple subimages; the image reconstruction procedures are discussed. A mean-square-error metric is introduced. For binary objects, sigmoidal filtering of the image provides significant resolution improvement.
INTRODUCTION
Microscopy is among the oldest applications of optical science and remains one of the most widely used optical technologies. In spite of impressive results obtained by fluorescent microscopy [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , exceeding the classical diffraction limit [6] , nonfluorescent transmission/reflection microscopy remains an important field of modern research. Synthetic aperture approaches, such as imaging interferometric microscopy (IIM), extend the collected spatial frequencies [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] to improve the image. IIM involves both off-axis coherent illumination and reinjection of appropriate zero-order reference beams on the image side of the objective.
IIM uses a low-NA objective (0.4 in the present experiments) yet provides a resolution approximately a factor of 2 better than that available even with a high-NA objective using conventional coherent or incoherent illumination. A major advantage is that the depth of field, field of view (FOV), and working distance associated with the low-NA system are retained, but the final composite image has a resolution at the linear system limit imposed by the transmission medium (տ / 4, where is the wavelength in the transmission medium).
Earlier, we presented a simple case [18] with two offset partial images, one each in orthogonal spatial directions, and demonstrated increased resolution ͑3 ϫ ͒ using a 0.4 NA objective and 633 nm He-Ne laser. A related concept in which the frequency information is recorded in the Fourier plane was introduced by Alexandrov et al. [19, 20] . This latter concept suffers from ambiguity in phase determination, since Fourier intensities are measured, and possible restrictions associated with the dynamic range of the recording medium. Mico et al. used a vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser (VCSEL) array in the illumination focal plane to provide the off-axis illumination [21] [22] [23] . Recently, we extended the IIM concept to the linear systems limit by adding additional images with a tilted object plane to capture spatial frequency information approaching Շ2/ (resolution to տ /4) [24] . The extension to immersion optics is conceptually straightforward, enhancing the resolution by a factor of the index of refraction ͑n͒ of the transmission medium. For convenience in the following, this index is implicitly subsumed in the definition of the wavelength, = vacuum / n; all experiments reported here were carried out in air ͑n =1͒. In this paper in Sections 2 and 3, we discuss the algorithms for image reconstruction and restoration of the transformed images resulting from the object plane tilt. In Section 4 methods of image quality estimation based on meansquare-error (MSE) metrics are presented. In Section 5 we present our experimental images along with operational details of the subimage additions, and in Section 6 the results of applying the MSE to the experimental results. Section 7 summarizes the results.
EXTENSION OF FREQUENCY SPACE COVERAGE TO "1+NA… /
Any lens is a low-pass filter with a bandwidth corresponding to NA/ ; the corresponding resolution is ϳ0.6 / NA, where the numerical prefactor depends on both the pattern and the illumination system. For our experiments we use an NA= 0.4 objective with a He-Ne laser illumination source ͑ = 633 nm͒ so that the Rayleigh resolution (above) is limited to ϳ950 nm. The resolution can be improved by using off-axis illumination as shown in Fig. 1 , providing an effective NA ͑NA eff ͒ increased according to the equation for an inclined incident beam [25] : frequency space content of the images, but as discussed below the resulting images are not the same as would be obtained with an objective with a physical NA eff .
As shown in Fig. 1 , for sin ␣ ill Ͼ NA the zero-order transmission is shifted outside the imaging pupil plane. This is a dark-field illumination situation; an interferometric reintroduction of the zero-order (reference) beam on the low-NA side of the lens is necessary to restore the image frequencies [18] . The incident angle of the zeroorder reference beam, ␣ ref , is adjusted to shift the spectral content to the appropriate image high frequencies. Changing both ␣ ill and ␣ ref leads to different frequency coverages. Rotation of the illumination and reference beams around the optical axis provides for 2D coverage of high spatial frequencies. In this work, which is concentrated on Manhattan ͑x , y͒ geometry patterns for proof of principal, only a 90°rotation is used. For more general objects, multiple rotation angles are required; the number depends on the NA and the offset angles as well as the specifics of the object.
The resulting spatial frequency space coverage for a pattern [ Fig. 2(a) ] with lines of width of 240 nm using a NA= 0.4 objective and He-Ne laser ͑ = 633 nm͒ is shown in Fig. 2(b) . All patterns used in this work have equal line:space pairs; the line width is often referred to as the CD or critical dimension, reflecting lithography community usage. The outer circle represents the overall frequency space limit of 1.4/ for this configuration. The two smaller concentric circles correspond to the spatial frequencies 0.4/ and 0.8/ , accessed by coherent and incoherent illumination, respectively. The inner sets of shifted circles in the k x and k y directions in Fig. 2(b) extend the captured frequency range to 3NA/ = 1.2/ or a minimum resolution (half-pitch) to ϳ260 nm for objects with edges in the x and y directions [18] . The two additional sets of shifted circles show the frequency space coverage added with additional offset partial images with a larger tilt of the illumination beam. In these experiments, the first offset is sin͑␣ ill ͒ / =2NA/ , corresponding to an illumination angle of 53°, and the second illumination angle is 80°, corresponding to a maximum collected spatial frequency of 1.38/ from Eq. (1). This is lower than the ultimate limit of ͑1+NA͒ / = 1.4/ since the maximum practical illumination angle is limited by the increasing reflectivity of the glass substrate and the impacts of multiple reflections within the substrate as the angle of incidence approaches 90°.
The frequency space coverage of each subimage corresponds to two offset circles of diameter 2NA/ = 0.8/ and a center offset of sin͑␣ ill ͒ / . To the extent that the object is characterized only by transmission/reflection variations without any phase information (thickness Ӷ), single sideband imaging is sufficient, so only the diffracted plane waves to one side of the object need be collected. The square law (intensity) response of the image formation process restores the conjugate frequency space components, resulting in the two symmetric circles in Fig.  2(b) for each subimage. The off-axis tilt, ␣ ill , for these partial images was chosen to ensure that there was no overlap between the spectral coverage of the low-frequency partial image (coherent illumination, frequency coverage extending out to NA/ ) and the offset images. As discussed previously [18] , improved images are obtained by subtracting the dark-field components of the image (with the zero-order reference beam blocked).
At the highest available ␣ ill , the spectral content of the second offset subimage has significant overlap with that of the first offset subimage. To provide a faithful combined image, it is necessary to exclude the double coverage of frequency space associated with these spectral overlaps (cf. Fig. 2 ). This can be accomplished by filtering the images either optically (with appropriate apertures in the back focal plane) or electronically once the images are recorded in digital form. Better results were obtained by filtering the images electronically. If the cut in frequency space is near a region of high diffracted intensity, additional fringes are generated in the image due to the Gibbs effect [26] . In the modeling these are compensated by similar, out-of-phase fringes in the complementary subim- age. In the experiment, however, both the limited signal/ noise ratio of the subimages and the difficulties in precisely setting the phase relationships between the images restrict the effectiveness of this cancellation. The results are better when the transition between frequency space regions is chosen in a spectral region with low spectral intensity, as in Fig. 3(a) . In cases where it is impossible to avoid high spectral intensities for the filter cut, apodizing filters, shown schematically in Fig. 3(b) , provide a somewhat better result. The IIM technique is general and applicable to arbitrary objects. As the lithographic community has discovered, some specific layouts are easier to image than others (known as "lithography-friendly" patterns) when working near the diffraction limits of the optical system. As more a priori knowledge of the object is available for IIM, more "imaging-friendly" decisions can be made in the configuration to improve the imaging results.
EXTENSION OF FREQUENCY SPACE COVERAGE TO 2 / A. Main Concept
It is possible to increase the spatial frequency space coverage beyond ͑1+NA͒ / for the off-axis illumination arrangement [ Fig. 4(a) ] by tilting the object plane [ Fig. 4(b) ] [24] . This is equivalent to moving the optical axis of the objective lens toward the object plane. Clearly, the highest spatial frequency information within the bandpass of the transmission medium corresponds to illumination at grazing incidence and diffraction at grazing angles in the backward direction corresponding to a spatial frequency of ϳ2/; it is possible to capture this high spatial frequency information by tilting the object plane. In order to evaluate the effective aperture for this clearly nonparaxial optical system, corresponding to the maximum and minimum collected spatial frequencies, Eq. (1) is modified to
The transmission medium bandpass-limited spatial frequency of 2 / is captured by an object plane tilt of tilt = ͓90°−sin −1 ͑NA͔͒ (ϳ66.4°for NA= 0.4); however, from Eq. (2) the spatial frequency coverage is significantly curtailed at this tilt , leaving a gap in coverage between the first (object plane normal to the optical axis) and the second (object plane tilted with respect to the optical axis) offset images. From Eq. (2), the frequency span captured in the direction along the tilt decreases as the tilt increases. In the orthogonal direction the range is invariant to the tilt, so the covered frequency region becomes elliptical, and the laboratory-frame (observed) frequencies are all shifted as a result of the nonparaxial optical system, resulting in an image distortion in the laboratory frame image that can be corrected as discussed below. Experimentally, a tilt of 39°was adopted as a compromise between capturing the highest spatial frequencies and minimizing the coverage gap between the first and the second offset exposures.
With an NA= 0.4 objective and an ␣ ill of 80°, the effective aperture for the high frequencies along the tilt axis varies from 1.25 to 1.87, which results in a small gap of ϳ3%, between 1.20 and 1.25, in the frequency space coverage between the inner shifted circles and the outer ellipses. For these experiments, only the object with 260 nm structures had strong frequency content in the spectral region of the gap.
In order to provide full coverage, a higher-NA objective (e.g., 0.5) could be used; this would entail overlapping frequency coverage for the multiple exposures and require additional filtering. It is also possible to use objectives with smaller NA and to increase the number of the subimages, but in this case additional noise (both random and systematic, such as from multiple reflection effects and tilt/optical imperfections of the substrate) will be added with each subimage. The optimum NA to cover the full frequency space along a single spatial direction (e.g., the x direction) with two offset images and 39°tilt would be ϳ0.415. This would then require four offset images for a Manhattan object and as many as eight offset images to almost completely cover the full frequency space for arbitrary objects. These eight partial images leave small regions of unrecorded frequency space between the covered circular (elliptical) regions; using a somewhat larger NA with deliberate overlaps between the regions and removing the overlaps with signal processing will provide the most complete coverage for imaging truly arbitrary objects.
The frequency space coverage using an NA= 0.4 objective is shown in Fig. 5 (a) superimposed on the frequency space intensity plot for a 180 nm CD object with the same structure as shown in Fig. 2 (a). In this case, the second pair of off-axis exposures with the object tilted extends the frequency space coverage to ϳ1.87/ .
Decreasing the CD to 170 nm moves the corresponding frequency peak to the edge of the collection limit [Fig. 5(b) ], and the high-frequency sidebands around the center frequency of the pattern are not collected, which limits the resolution and results in the loss of spectral information and to extra features arising from an abrupt cutoff in frequency space (Gibbs phenomenon [26] ).
From a geometric optics perspective, tilting decreases the FOV because only a small portion of the mask is within the depth of focus of the optical system. For the experimental situation of a ϳ4 m depth of focus ͑ϳ / NA 2 ͒ and tilt = 39°, the FOV within the focus is reduced to ϳ6.5 m from the ϳ45 m field observed under normal viewing conditions. This blurring is due to the nonparaxial frequency transformation noted above and can be corrected by signal processing that restores the correct image-frame frequencies from the shifted laboratory-frame frequencies, as discussed in the next section.
B. Impact of Conical Diffraction
The general diffraction problem for which the plane of illumination [͑x , z͒ defined by the propagation direction of the illumination beam and the object surface normal] and the plane of observation [͑xЈ , zЈ͒ similarly defined with the substitution of the propagation direction of the diffracted beam] are not coincident is known as conical diffraction [27] , because the diffracted beams lie on conic sections that become more curved as the angle of incidence is increased. As noted above, even for scattering confined to the ͑x , z͒ plane with a rotation between the surface normal and the optical axis, frequency shifts are introduced for large-angle, nonparaxial optical systems.
For off-axis illumination with the object plane normal to the optical axis, the tilts away from the z axis are unaffected by conical diffraction; hence the image is unaffected and no corrections are necessary [this was the case presented in [18] ]. For a tilted object plane (in the x -z plane), the tilt couples the propagation vector in the z direction into the observed position in the laboratory-frame pupil plane, requiring the more detailed analysis provided below [24] .
Consider two coordinate systems: one corresponding to the object plane ͑x , y , z͒ (image frame) and the second to the optical system ͑xЈ , yЈ , zЈ͒ (laboratory frame) (Fig. 6 ). Take the structure as a simple grating with wave vector K ជ with an angle between K ជ and the plane of incidence. Then f x = ͉͑K ជ ͉ / k 0 ͒cos is the normalized grating moment projection onto the k x axis (x-directed frequencies) and f y = ͉͑K ជ ͉ / k 0 ͒sin is the projection onto the k y axis, where k 0 is the wavenumber of the incident photon. The y component of the diffracted wave vector k y is the same in both coordinate systems since the mask tilt is defined to be in the x -z plane:
As the incident beam is inclined at an angle of ␣ ill , k x,image can be obtained from frequency f x,image in the x direction [25] :
where k 0 sin ␣ ill is the projection of the incident beam wave vector on the x axis. Then the component of the diffracted wave vector in the z direction, k z,image , is
When the object plane is tilted at an angle of tilt , the ob-
The laboratory-frame frequency is set by the interference between k ជ Ј and the reference beam:
where ␣ ref is the angle between the reference beam and the optical axis. Now, from Eqs. (3)- (6) substituted into Eq. (7), it follows that laboratory-frame frequency f x,lab can be described as
This result reduces to Eq. (2) for f y,image = 0 and f x,image = ±NA. Inverting Eq. (8) provides the image-frame frequency f x,image in terms of the laboratory frame observables:
The reference beam is adjusted to a known frequency f ref of a reference object, and all other frequencies can be recalculated using Eq. (9). 
IMAGE QUALITY ESTIMATION
A. Quality Estimation by Mean-Square-Error Method Accurate image reconstruction requires adjusting several parameters for each subimage (position, angles of rotation, intensities of illumination and reference beams, and so on). In order to evaluate the impact of these parameters and to find the optimal image, we need to estimate the quality of the reconstructed images. Several methods for image estimation were explored: cross correlation, applying a generalized Rayleigh criterion (requiring the intensity minimum between two features to be at least 20% of the average intensity of the two features for every line scan through the image), and MSE. The interpretation of the results across a full 2D image is, in general, not straightforward and indeed often ambiguous. The MSE method [28] is the most suitable for many cases. Since we have good a priori knowledge of our reference object image, we will use MSE to estimate image quality by comparing it with the original object:
where N is the number of pixels in the image, I i is the intensity of the model, and I i Ј is the intensity of the image.
An extended MSE method [29] uses different weights w i for different pixels, allowing estimation of the quality of images emphasizing the features of interest; this approach was not investigated here. In order to estimate the loss of information in our experiments due to noise and systematic experimental errors, we first have to understand the loss of information due strictly to the optical process (e.g., diffraction and imaging impacts). First, we compare a simple low-pass filtered model ͑NA= 0.4͒, appropriate to coherent illumination, with different CDs with the corresponding ideal Manhattan structures. We assume that a uniform gray intensity level at the mean value of the image across the FOV is the least informative, and so we set the MSE of that uniform intensity as 100% error. Then we calculate the MSE of reconstructed images as a percentage of this 100% error.
The dependence of this model MSE on CD is shown in Fig. 8 by the black curve together with the corresponding simulated images. There is a noticeable step in the curve in the general area where the center frequency of the nested "ell" pattern shifts from inside to outside the NA, indicated by the vertical line labeled "Abbé limit" at ϳ790 nm (MSE is about 16%). This line corresponds to the highest transmitted frequency ͑ / NA͒. The right dashed line (at ϳ870 nm) corresponds to the middle of the step. The second large step (at ϳ150 nm) corresponds to full loss of the structure information (MSE is ϳ22%). The step in the curve in the area of resolution is distinguishable but not dramatic; it can be increased by nonlinear filtering (thresholding) of the images.
B. Thresholding for Improving Image Quality Estimation
Since the investigated objects are binary, a sigmoidal (threshold) filter applied to the experimental gray-scale images to reconstruct a binary image should provide improved resolution. This process is illustrated for an 870 nm CD pattern in Fig. 9 . The gray-scale image is shown in Fig. 9(a) . The extra features due to the Gibbs phenomenon are clearly visible as weaker extra lines extending beyond the object region. Figure 9 (a) shows an x-direction crosscut along the dotted line in Fig. 9 (a) and indicates the threshold intensity value used to generate the binary image in Fig. 9(c) . There is a dramatic improvement in the image quality. The dependence of the MSE of the thresholded images on CD is shown in Fig. 8 by the gray line together with the corresponding images. An improvement in the resolution is clearly observed. For each image the threshold was chosen so that the resulting image has the minimum MSE referenced to the ideal pattern. The optimum threshold varies from 35% to 60% of the maximum intensity for different images. The step in the region of CD where the image resolution is lost is sharper and has moved to the left, indicating a higher resolution. The vertical dashed gray line at ϳ750 nm indicates the midpoint of the step in the MSE. In the remainder of this paper, we use only thresholded images for quality estimation because of the improved resolution and discrimination (this is appropriate for our binary images but would not be suitable for gray-scale objects such as biological moieties).
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Experiments with Effective Aperture up to 1 + NA
In order to demonstrate extension of the effective NA to ͑1+NA͒, a 240 nm CD structure was used. The lowfrequency image was obtained using normal incidence illumination [ Fig. 10(a) ]. The simulations of the corre- Inclining the incident beam to 80°captures the 1st diffraction order of the line:space structure. Adding the high-frequency images of the x-directed [ Fig. 11(a) ] and y-directed [ Fig. 11(c) ] structures to the low-frequency image [ Fig. 10(a) ], we obtain a distorted image [ Fig. 11(e) ] because of the incomplete coverage of the frequency space as a result of the missing intermediate frequency regions [Fig. 2(b) ].
All five images should be added together, but addition of subimages without excluding the overlapping spectral coverage also leads to a distorted image [ Fig. 12(a) ]. The overlapping frequency space coverage can be corrected with appropriate pupil-plane filters (applied electronically during the image reconstruction). A filtered highfrequency subimage is shown in [Fig. 12 Fig. 12(f) ]. There are still some extra features experimentally as compared to the model, due to the lack of precision in mutual phase determination between the subimages. Clearly, the different frequency components collected in each of the subimages are necessary for the full image reconstruction, and it is important to provide a uniform response across frequency space by avoiding double counting of any spectral components.
B. Specifics of Image Reconstruction
The subimages, used for reconstruction, are formed by different optical arrangements (␣ ill , ␣ ref , reference beam phase, tilt , etc.). Combining these images requires both scaling of the individual subimages and the intersubimage registration. The "on-axis" subimage is formed with a conventional coherent illumination scheme, and the scale is determined by the optical system. However, the high spatial frequency subimages are formed in optical systems in which the zero-order and the diffracted frequency components pass through different arms of a MachZehnder interferometer, which leads to the need to adjust the intensity, the frequency ͑␣ ref ͒, and the phase of the reference arm beam for each subimage. The illumination angle has to be adjusted to capture the correct range of frequencies. The reference beam has to have the correct angle to reset the proper frequencies on the image side. Experimentally, the angle of the reference beam, ␣ ref , can be set by monitoring the spatial frequency of its interference pattern with the normal incidence illumination zeroorder beam transmitted through the optical system. The illumination angle, ␣ ill , is then set by monitoring the spatial frequency of the interference between the reference beam and the diffraction from a test object (grating). For a tilted object plane we also need to adjust the angle of the tilt, which can be done by using the reference object and the first off-axis illumination at 53°. The intensity is set by comparison with the intensity of the simulation for the same exposure.
In order to cover the dominant frequency space components in the x and y directions for our Manhattan geometry structure, we use pairs of orthogonal off-axis illumination angles. In a more general case, additional off-axis illumination angles may be necessary. Operationally, the mask is rotated rather than providing multiple-beam optical systems, but this introduces additional uncertainty in the position and rotation angle of the object, even if the frequencies and phases are set by the use of a reference object. Tilting the object plane also introduces uncertainty in the object position.
In order to provide the best parameters (position, angles, etc.), an MSE matrix is obtained by ͑x , y͒ rastering of each experimental subimage containing a reference object [for example, in Fig. 11(a) ] over the corresponding simulated subimage [ Fig. 11(b) ] with different parameters. The optimal position and angle of the experimental subimage are determined by the minimum MSE in the matrix. The set of MSEs for the column and row containing the minimum is graphically shown in Figs. 13(a) and  13(b) , respectively. Both curves are normalized to the maximum in the matrix. Figure 13(a) shows the variation of the MSE as the high-frequency y-line subimage is shifted vertically. The error in determining the location is only one pixel. Figure 13(b) shows the number of pixels we need to move the subimage horizontally, but the precision is reduced, as the seven pixels with the lowest MSE have MSEs within 1% of one another, because this subimage does not contain high spatial frequencies along this direction.
The relative intensities are determined in the same way; it is important to choose a reference object that can provide sufficient precision for position determination as well as for correction of other parameters such as angles of rotation and intensities. As in any metrology application, it is good practice to have the reference object as close as possible to the unknown objects.
The high-frequency images are very sensitive to vibrations and to the resultant phase shifts of the subimages. As discussed above, a reference object is useful for determining the correct phase. The intensity of the object illumination is typically set to allow use of the full dynamic range of the camera for each subimage; when adding the subimages together, the relative intensities are adjusted with respect to the intensities of the model subimages. All of this points to the importance of having appropriate reference objects along with any unknown object. As is almost always the case, the closer the similarity of the reference object to the test object, the more accurate the final result.
In the present experiment, since all of the objects are known a priori, we use one of the patterns, a Manhattan structure with CD = 240 nm, as a reference and reconstruct the entire FOV containing four similar patterns with different CDs [ Fig. 14 ]: Manhattan structures with CDs 260 nm (upper-left corner), 220 nm (bottom-left corner), and 210 nm (bottom-right corner). The reference object is shown in the white circle in the upper-right corner. The structure with CD = 260 nm is resolvable and reconstructed. There are distortions due to the system noise and phase mismatching that appear due to the difficulties in the registration between the subimages. The crosscut made through the resolvable structures (black line) is compared with the crosscut of the simulation (gray line; simple bandpass filter at NA= 1.87) and is shown in Fig.  16 . In this and subsequent crosscut comparisons, the average intensity and the RMS values of the two curves have been adjusted to the same values for convenience of comparison. The crosscuts show matching of the periodic structures as well as of the distance between the objects. The structures with CD = 220 and 210 nm are beyond the resolution limit for this optical arrangement. In order to resolve these patterns we need to tilt the object plane. This requires additional signal processing, as discussed in the next section.
C. Experiments with Tilted Object Plane
Tilting the object plane introduces significant aberrations into the optical system as a direct consequence of nonparaxial effects (conical diffraction) that create a nonlinear mapping between the actual (image-frame) and the observed (laboratory-frame) spatial frequencies of the diffracted fields. The frequency correction is accomplished in several steps: First, a real-space dark-field image is subtracted. Then a generalized (also called shifted or offset) fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the experimental (distorted laboratory-frame) high-frequency image is taken to provide a frequency space image, and the experimental frequencies are corrected according to Eq. (9) . The use of a shifted FFT is required because the origin of the FFT should be taken within the "in-focus" region of the experimental image, since the phases (positions) of the image special frequencies are invariant to object tilt in this region. The resulting frequency space spectrum is not suitable for an inverse FFT since the new frequencies are no longer on a regular grid. Instead, a more computationally intensive Fourier sum with off-grid frequencies is used for the inverse transform to the image frame. This provides restoration of the FOV to more than 150 CD in extent (Fig. 15) . This procedure is suboptimal as a result of the interaction among the nonlinear frequency transformation associated with the optical system, the camera sampling, and the digital image processing. Image issues arise as a result of imprecision in the determination of the measured frequencies, which become more evident as the image is extended farther into the out-of-focus regions. These effects limit the effective FOV to about 50% of that observed with an object plane normal to the optical axis. Further work is necessary to improve this restoration procedure.
The effect of frequency mapping is illustrated in Fig.  15(a) , which shows the x-offset (␣ ill = 80°, tilt = 39°) highfrequency subimages of four adjacent test structures [the two on the left are the 260 nm object (top) and the 220 nm object (bottom), while those on the right are the 240 nm test structure (top) and the 210 nm object (bottom)]. Each structure is about 20 CD wide ͑3.6 m͒, and the separation is 12 m. The corresponding laboratory-frame highfrequency simulation is shown in Fig. 15(b) . The restored subimage is shown in Fig. 15(c) and the image-frame high-frequency model in Fig. 15(d) . The crosscuts (location indicated by the dotted lines) of the laboratory-frame subimages with 220 nm and 210 nm structures are shown in Fig. 15(e) . The laboratory-frame image (black line) is close to the simulation (gray line). The crosscut of the image-frame subimage [ Fig. 15(f) ] (black line) is compared with the crosscut of the high-frequency model and is shown by the corresponding gray lines. The optical system was adjusted so that for the experimental image the smaller (right-hand) structure was approximately in focus, while the larger (left-hand) structure was behind the focal plane and substantially blurred (the in-focus region is denoted by the shaded vertical band). The arrows show the significant shifting of the relative positions of the intense features arising from the transform from the laboratory frame to the image frame.
The final reconstructed images are shown in Fig. 16(a) , where all four structures are resolved, including the 210 nm CD pattern (lower right). This result ͑NA eff = 1.87͒ should be compared with Fig. 14 , which shows the same object field without the object plane tilt ͑NA eff = 1.38͒. The reconstruction procedure restores all four images and clearly improves the FOV that was limited by the tilt of the object plane. The positions of the structures are correct, but there is some mismatch in the periods as shown in Fig. 16(b) , where the image crosscut (black line) is compared with the simulation (gray line). There also are extra features resulting from the noise in the system with about the same spectral content as in Fig. 14 but magnified during the restoration procedure. These features are not present in the comparable simulations. Application of tilted subimages and their integration with lower-frequency subimages requires very precise knowledge of the mask tilt and incident illumination offset in order to obtain high-quality, extended-field images. The reconstructed images of 180, 170, 140, and 130 nm structures are shown in Fig. 17(a) . The FOV is also restored, and the pattern with a 180 nm CD is somewhat resolved. The 170 nm CD structure shows some of the nested-ell line:space structure, although it is incompletely resolved, while the 140 and 130 nm CD patterns are beyond the resolution limit. The crosscut of the 180 and 170 nm CD imaged patterns (black line) is compared with the crosscut of the low-pass filter model with NA eff = 1.87 (gray line) in Fig. 17(b) . Again, the baselines and RMS deviations of the corresponding curves have been equalized. The position of images and the periods of the structures match. Noise in the experiment, as well as the difficulties in matching the subimages, gives rise to extra features. The imaging procedure, especially with tilted object plane subimages, requires very precise knowledge of the mask tilt and incident illumination offset in order to obtain high-quality, extended-field images.
QUALITY ESTIMATION OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA
As discussed above, the MSE method can be very useful for estimation of the quality of the experimental results. The simulated IIM and experimental MSE curves for thresholded images with on-axis illumination are shown in Fig. 18(a) ͑NA= 0.4͒, off-axis illumination in Fig. 18(b) ͑NA eff = 1.38͒, and off-axis illumination with tilted mask in Fig. 18(c) ͑NA eff = 1.87͒.
The experimental MSE curves resemble the theoretical ones but with a vertical shift (indicating the impact of experimental errors and noise) even in the case with on-axis illumination [ Fig. 18(a) ]. For example, the MSE of the simulation with 1200 nm CD is almost 0%, while it is 11.8% for the experiment. Also, the resolution limit is shifted to the right (poorer resolution) for the experimental results to around 900 nm instead of 790 nm for on-axis illumination.
The noise level of the multiple subimage reconstructed images is higher in comparison with the on-axis picture because of the added noise from several subimages [ Fig.  18(b) ]. The MSE of the resolved reconstructed images is around 18%. However, we still see the increase in the MSE value as the resolution limit is approached. This allows us to estimate the MSE as 22% at the resolution limit calculated by the Rayleigh criteria for NA= 1.38 ͑CD = 230 nm͒, and as 24% at the resolution limit for the system with a tilted object plane [NA= 1.87, CD = 170 nm; Fig. 18(c) ].
CONCLUSIONS
IIM is a synthetic aperture approach to improving optical resolution by extension of the effective NA, retaining the large depth of field, the large FOV, and the large working distance of a low-NA objective. Extension of the NA to NA eff =1+NA for a Manhattan object was achieved with two off-axis subimages in the x and y directions. For this object, it was not necessary to capture spatial frequencies far from the x and y axes; for a general object, more subimages will be required. While the technique is general and applicable to arbitrary objects, the experimental results for the reconstructed image show the advantages of choosing a suitable reference object, which needs to cover only a small part of the image field, to assist in setting the relevant angles and phases of the reference beam. Since the investigated object was binary, a significant resolution improvement was achieved with the application of a nonlinear sigmoidal filter to the gray-scale images.
Tilting the object plane and transforming the observed (laboratory-frame) spatial frequencies to image-frame spatial frequencies extends the resolution to the transmission medium bandpass limit of տ / 4. Electronic merging of subimages offers many opportunities for image processing optimization. IIM is applicable to phase shift mask metrology and can be useful for grating inspection.
